Abstract. Computation of the evolution of vortex sheets is delicate because of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and singularity formation (infinite curvature). Convergence of the point vortex method and the vortex blob method is demonstrated for vortex sheets with both spatial and temporal discretization and with simulated roundoff error. The initial data is assumed to be a small analytic perturbation of a flat, uniform sheet. The proof works for a short time interval, certainly less than the first time of singularity formation. The analysis is performed in an analytic function space using the abstract Cauchy-Kowalewski Theorem. A numerical-analytic interpretation of analyticity is given.
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This gives a restriction on the size of roundoff error er, that, (1.1) lerl<ce -/h for some constants c and p. This constraint on h and [erl is our interpretation of analyticity for numerical analysis. Constraint (1.1) is severe, but seems to be optimal in the presence of KelvinHelmholtz instability. It is in qualitative agreement with the numerical results of Krasny [13] , [14] , but no quantitative numerical study of the relation between e and h has been made. The constraint needs to be applied only to roundoff error, not to discretization error, since for analytic functions the discretization error is also analytic. For this problem the factor p will be proportional to UT, in which U is a characteristic velocity and T is the time over which convergence is proved. We expect this interpretation of analyticity to be useful for numerical analysis of many other ill-posed problems.
As a prerequisite to the convergence theorem, we prove global existence for analytic solutions to Krasny's desingularized vortex sheet equation (without discretization). This result is for arbitrary analytic initial data, without any assumed closeness to a flat sheet and does not use the Cauchy-Kowalewski Theorem. The same result was proved independently by Christoph Borgers [4] . Borgers also proved convergence for solutions of the discretized, desingularized equation, but with a rate that depends on the desingularization size , whereas our convergence result is uniform in & The vortex blob method was first proposed in [7] , and convergence of the blob method for smooth flow in R and R is proved in [1] , [3] , [8] , [9] , and [12] . Vortex sheet initial data is too singular to be included in those results, since they do not work in the presence of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The results here are the first proof of convergence for the point vortex method in any context, and are made possible by the analytic function setting (for the sheet's profile).
The vortex sheet equations, some notation, and the main convergence result will be given in the next section. Global existence for the desingularized equations will also be stated in that section and proved in 3. An outline of the convergence proof and a statement of the Cauchy-Kowalewski Theorem are presented in 4. In 5 several technical lemmas are proved. Then stability and consistency proofs are presented in 6 and 7.
2. The vortex sheet equation and the convergence result. The position in the plane of a vortex sheet is described by the complex function z(3', t) in which 3' R is the circulation variable. We will sometimes extend 3' to be complex, as a mathematical construction. Evolution of the sheet is governed by the Birkhoff-Rott equation
in which the integral is a principle value and z*(3")= ("/). For 3' real, z*(3")= z(3"). 
Existence and uniqueness for solutions of the periodic Birkhoff-Rott equation (2. 3) are proved in [5] , [17] . For the &equation (2.4) they are proved in Theorem below. Existence and uniqueness for the discretized equations (2.5), (2.6) (ii) For any p < p' < po, any u, v 3 with u I1, < R, v < R, and any t, By the first assumption of Theorem 2, Ilsolloo < < 1. Thus the analytic existence results of [5] , [14] show that the BirkhofI-Rott equation ( Estimation of the operator B, its approximations, and their differences is performed in the Fourier norms. In order to deal with the nonlinearity of the kernel of B, Ba, and BD with the Fourier transform, we expand the integrand in power series in (s-s') and (s*-s*'). In other words, we wish to express Ba, B and BD as a sum of integrals of the form ,.,., The proof of this lemma is quite tedious and uninstructive. It involves products of expansions, repeated use of the binomial theorem, and various trigonometric identities. The main idea, however, is quite general and can be used in the context of many other problems. The idea simply is that since the kernels are analytic in the x, y, w variables, we can express them as power series in these variables. In our convergence proof, we will have X--S--S , (5.13) y=s*-s*', W--Sy.
s)r 0r (B[s]-B[s])+ 0r (B[s]-B[s]), O,(s-SD) (B[s]-BD[S]) + @(BD[S]-BD[SD]), D,(S-sa) (D, -O,)@s + (B[s]-Bo[s]) + (Bo
We emphasize that this lemma is merely a tool for obtaining bounds on B, B, BD, and our argument depends only on the existence of such an expansion and not on its exact form.
As we have seen in (5.9) Combine this with (7.8) to get N+I (7.11) [r(k)[<=ch2lkl E E I/1 II Ikll(k)l.
N=I kl+-"+k j=l =k
Multiplying by e lkl and summing over k, we get (7.12) e-[[o for Ilsrl]o,< K and p'>p>0. Combining (7.5 ) and (7.12) gives (7.13) IlBEs-I (4.17) . This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
